FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDING PLATS SUPPLIED WITH AN APPLICATION PURSUANT TO TENN. COMP. R. & REGS. § 0820-01-.02(1)

The responses below were adopted by the Tennessee Board of Examiners for Land Surveyors on April 12, 2018 and are not meant to define or explain the meaning of any statute or rule. Instead, these FAQs are only intended to provide examples and answers to common questions to further demonstrate what a plat provided with an application in compliance with Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-01-.02(1) might look like. The responses below should not be viewed as comprehensive, and registrants are urged to contact the Board office for questions that are not addressed in this document. This document is not intended to create any substantive or procedural rights, enforceable by any party in administrative and judicial litigation with the State of Tennessee. The Tennessee Board of Examiners for Land Surveyors reserves the right to review any plat provided with an application before it on the specific facts of that matter.

1. Must a plat and written survey legal description provided under Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-01-.02(1) be for a property in Tennessee?
   No. Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-01-.02(1) does not set out from which jurisdiction the plats must be. As such, the survey may be of a property from another state in which you or the Surveyor in responsible charge is currently licensed.

2. Does the survey on which the plats are based need to be complicated?
   No, Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-01-.02(1) does not set out how complicated the survey must be. In fact, applicants may wish to consider submitting plats be of a non-complicated general property survey (one with five or more sides).
3. **What standard must the plats meet?**

Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-01-.02(a) requires that the plats must meet all current applicable requirements of Chapter 0820-03 (Standards of Practice) and must bear the seal and signature of the supervising registered land surveyor, if the plats were performed under supervision (i.e., the applicant was not licensed in the jurisdiction in which the plats were created). As such, the survey, while it may be of a property from another state, must contain all the required elements, notes, certifications, and other requirements for a general property survey in the State of Tennessee (For Survey Types and Requirements, see Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-03-.07). As noted above, the plat need not be changed to read as if it were performed in Tennessee. The information contained in the required notes may reflect the true information of the actual survey location. For example, if the survey is of a property that lies in XX City, YY County, and ZZ State, the plat may read as such.

4. **Must the plat be stamped/sealed?**

Yes, as stated above, the plat must meet all current applicable requirements for a plat in Tennessee, which includes being marked with the your stamp/seal (if applicable) or the stamp/seal of the Surveyor in responsible charge of the plats and dated pursuant to Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs § 0820-03-.07(1)(a). In order to ensure the security of a plat, it may be marked “FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES” or a similar notation.

5. **Must the Surveyor’s Certification meet certain requirements?**

Yes. Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 0820-03-.07(1)(b)7. Sets out the information that must be on the face of the final plat. That rule, in pertinent part, reads as follows:

7. A certification on the face of the final Survey Map or Survey Plat as to the category of the survey and the ratio or precision of the unadjusted survey, which shall have the following minimum content:

   • Certification as to Category I, II, III, or IV;
   • Ratio of Precision of the unadjusted survey;
   • Statement that the survey was done in compliance with current Tennessee Minimum Standards of Practice;
   • Signature; and
   • Registration number.
6. Is there a standard for written land descriptions?

   Yes. Tenn. Comp. R & Regs. § 0820-03-.09 sets out the standard which written land descriptions must follow.

7. Is there an example of a plat that would comply with the requirements available that I can review?

   Yes. Below is an example of a (fictitious) plat that the Board has reviewed and complies with the requirements of the Board’s rules and laws.

8. Who should I contact with any questions?

   Please contact our Board staff at 615-741-2241 prior to submitting a plat or regarding any other matter.